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� Presentation of a method which combines data assimilation (DA) with machine learning for effi-

ciency.

� The approach is an alternative to 4D variational DA, and uses both solution variables and observa-

tions as the input to a neural network.

� A demonstration of the data assimilation method for a dual-twin experiment.

� The assimilation of observations measured in a school classroom in north London.
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Abstract

Data assimilation is a method of combining physical observations with prior knowledge (for instance,

a computational simulation) in order to produce an improved model; that is, improved over what the

physical observations or the computational simulation could offer in isolation. Recently, machine learning

techniques have been deployed in order to address the significant computational burden that is associated

with the procedures involved in data assimilation.

In this paper we propose an approach that uses a non-intrusive reduced-order model (NIROM) as a

surrogate for a high-resolution model thereby saving computational effort. The mismatch between obser-

vations and the surrogate model is propagated forwards and backwards in time in a manner similar to

4D-variational data assimilation methods. The observations and prior are reconciled in a new way which

takes full advantage of the neural network used in the NIROM and also means that there is no need to

form the sensitivities explicitly when propagating the mismatch. Instead, the observations are part of the

input and output of the network.

Modelling the air quality in a school classroom is the test case for our demonstration. Firstly, the data

assimilation approach is shown to perform very well in a dual-twin type experiment, and secondly, the

approach is used to assimilate observations collected from a classroom in Houndsfield Primary School

with predictions from the NIROM.
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1. Introduction1

1.1. Background2

Data assimilation (DA) aims to combine observations from sensors with predictions from a prior model3

(often from computer simulations) in order to obtain a more accurate prediction of the state of a system.4

In recent decades, DA has made a significant impact in earth science applications, for instance, its use5

has led to a noteable increase in the accuracy of medium range weather forecasts [1]. There are two6

types of data assimilation in common useage: ensemble methods and variational methods [2, 3], as well7

as many hybrid methods [4, 5]. Ensemble approaches use statistical methods to form the prior model,8

whereas variational methods minimise a functional which calculates the difference between the prior and9

the observations [3, 4, 6]. Variational DA can be split into 3D Variational (3D-Var) DA and 4D Variational10

(4D-Var) DA. The former disregards the time dependency of the observations, whereas the latter takes11

this into account and is regarded as state-of-the-art DA for operational numerical weather prediction [6–8].12

One issue for practitioners of DA is its high computational cost. For ensemble methods, this arises13

from the need to perform many forward simulations. For variational methods, it arises from the need to14

march forwards and backwards in time, until the observations and the computer predictions are reconciled.15

Machine learning (ML) methods are a natural tool with which one can alleviate some of the computational16

burden of DA, and recently there has been considerable interest in combining ML with DA. In this paper,17

we wish to exploit ML techniques, through a reduced-order model framework, in order to assimilate data18

efficiently. We propose an approach which assimilates data through time, propagating the mismatch both19

forwards and backwards in time in a manner similar to 4D-Var methods. We exploit the architecture and20

design of the ML model to develop a DA algorithm which does not require differentiation of the model21

(although this is not generally an issue for ML models). Instead, the observations are part of the input22

and output of the network.23

1.2. Related work24

Similarities between variational data assimilation and machine learning techniques have been elucidated25

by a number of authors [8–11]. One such example of this is that both techniques minimise a functional:26

in DA, the functional describes the mismatch between the observations and the computer prediction,27

and in ML, the functional that is minimised during training (for supervised or self-supervised learning28

paradigms) describes the difference between the learned output of a network and the desired output. Both29

DA and ML apply gradient descent methods to minimise these functionals. A second similarity shared by30

DA and ML is the concept of the adjoint model, used in DA to march backwards in time, and also used31

in ML where it is described as the backpropagation algorithm. For a general discussion of these points,32

see [8–11].33

A number of recent articles demonstrate the promise of combining Machine Learning (ML) and DA. In34

some work, forward and adjoint models are replaced by fast-running ML-based surrogates, which can35
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capitalise on the ability to differentiate the adjoint using the backpropagation functionality commonly36

found within ML libraries [6, 7, 12, 13]. Other work attempts to represent the model error rather than the37

model itself with ML surrogates [14–18]. Considering ensemble DA approaches, several examples exist of38

using ML to facilitate DA [19–25]: both Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) [19] and autoencoder39

networks [20, 21] have been used to identify a low dimensional space; Multilayer Perceptrons [22, 23] and40

Long Short-Term Memory networks have been used to make predictions in time [19, 20, 24]; and residual41

blocks have been used to predict measurements from geophysical logs [25]. Test cases include Lorenz42

systems [21, 24]; modelling the surface temperature of the sea [19]; modelling the movement of CO2 in an43

indoor environment [20]; global weather predictions [22] and inversion of electromagnetic measurements44

from boreholes [25].45

Turning to some examples of variational methods which use ML (the focus of this paper), Chennault46

et al. [13] used a surrogate model (based on a multi-layer perceptron) to replace the forward and adjoint47

models, and incorporated this in a 4D-Var DA method applied to a Lorenz problem. They found that48

using information from the adjoint resulted in an improved surrogate model, especially when the amount49

of training data was limited. Farchi et al. [17] constructed a 4D-Var method that attempts to learn50

the error in a Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) model from noisy and sparse observations applied51

to a two-layer 2D quasi-geostrophic model. The DA and ML models are used alternately, producing52

significantly better results than using the original model. Hatfield et al. [7] used a surrogate model based53

on a multi-layer perceptron to replace a discretised system modelling gravity wave drag. Applied to54

non-orographic gravity wave drag in an atmospheric model, no statistically significant differences were55

found between the ML-based results and the HFM results. For low dimensional problems such as some56

Lorenz problems, applying a dimensionality reduction method such as POD is not necessary [24] and was57

not done by Hatfield et al. [7], Chennault et al. [13], Farchi et al. [17]. For high-dimensional problems,58

incorporating POD into the surrogate model can save a significant amount of computational effort [26–59

28]. Gong et al. [29] implemented a 3D-Var DA method in latent space using a combination of POD60

and an autoencoder to find the low dimensional space, and a nearest neighbour method to model the61

parameter dependence. The original high-fidelity model (HFM) had 5000 grid points, represented by62

30 latent variables, and over 24,000 combinations of material parameters were used. Maulik et al. [6]63

used POD and an LSTM to construct a surrogate model with which to predict the geopotential height64

of a 500 hPa pressure surface. With just over 10,000 spatial degrees of freedom represented by 5 POD65

modes, observations at 5000 spatial locations are assimilated. The use of surrogate models for forward66

and adjoint calculations results in a reduction in computational effort over classical methods by 4 orders67

of magnitude. Silva et al. [30] used a Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) to predict the spread of a68

virus through an idealised town with a compartmental model modified to include spatial variation. They69

were able to exploit the adjoint-like nature of the GAN to assimilate data, so that given the number70

of infections, they could estimate two R0 numbers, one for each of two classes of person, for example.71

Convergence was achieved relatively quickly, as the method was able to resolve the mismatch and update72

the model parameters accurately within a few forwards and backwards iterations. Regazzoni et al. [31]73

tackle a multiscale problem with a slightly different approach to the previously mentioned work. They use74

DA to identify model parameters that led to the results at the faster scale. A machine learning method75

is used to model the behaviour over the slower timescale.76
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For many, a method of choice for learning time-dependent behaviour is an LSTM network. However, the77

predictions of these networks have sometimes been shown to be unphysical [32–34], either diverging or78

reaching a steady state after a certain time. Within our surrogate model, along with POD, we propose79

the use of an adversarial autoencoder (AAE) [35] to model the time-dependent behaviour, as it includes80

an adversarial layer which attempts to keep predictions close to those seen in the training data. Good81

results for prediction have been seen in [36, 37] using a similar network, although, in those papers, the82

network architecture was slightly modified so that the output had a different dimension to the input (i.e.,83

was an encoder-decoder rather than an autoencoder).84

1.3. Contribution85

A new method for data assimilation is proposed in which data is assimilated whilst marching forwards and86

backwards in time, in a manner similar to 4D-Var DA. To ease the computational burden, a surrogate87

model is used, which combines POD (for dimensionality reduction) and an AAE (for predicting the88

evolution in time of the system). Instead of calculating the gradient of the mismatch between the prior89

and the observations, the AAE takes as an input both the observations and the POD coefficients (which90

represent the evolution of the system) and is able to provide predictions for the POD coefficients which are91

consistent with the observations. Whilst performing time marching, a mismatch functional is evaluated,92

and, if this increases, relaxation is applied. Similar to Amendola et al. [20], Peyron et al. [21], Gong et al.93

[29], for example, we assimilate data in the low-dimensional space identified by a dimensionality reduction94

method. In those articles, an autoencoder is used to find the reduced space, whereas in this paper, POD95

is used.96

The test case used in this paper investigates the air flows and air quality within a naturally ventilated97

classroom in Houndsfield Primary School, north London. During winter, a measurement campaign was98

undertaken, which collected observations of CO2, relative humidity and temperature from 18 locations [38].99

Measurements of pollution are also available from this dataset, but are not used in this study. An air100

purifier is present in the classroom, which has the dual purpose of improving air quality, in particular by101

removing pollution particles, and also reducing the number of particles that may contain the SARS-CoV-2102

virus [38]. In this study we also compare CO2 with a viral load tracer since the former is often used as103

a proxy for the virus concentration [39]. Subsequently, a CFD solver was used to obtain predictions of104

the indoor flows and air quality within the classroom. A ML-based surrogate model is constructed from105

solutions of the CFD model (snapshots) and two methods of predicting in time with the surrogate are106

investigated. A method for DA is then developed using the surrogate and a set of observations (generated107

from the CFD model). A dual-twin experiment is carried out to test how well the approach can assimilate108

data. Finally, observations collected from the classroom over the period of an hour are assimilated into109

the ML surrogate model.110

The main contributions of this paper are (i) to present a method which combines data assimilation111

(4D-Var) with machine learning; (ii) to compare two methods for making predictions in time with the112

adversarial autoencoder; (iii) to demonstrate the data assimilation approach for a dual-twin experiment;113

(iv) to assimilate observations taken from a classroom in Houndsfield Primary School, north London. The114

novelty of this work is twofold. It comes from having the sensor values as direct inputs and outputs of115

the AAE, and also using the AAE for prediction and DA. As a consequence of this, no differentiation of116
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the surrogate adjoint model is needed, even though the proposed method has similarties with the 4D-Var117

method.118

The remainder of this article is arranged as follows. The methodology is presented in Section 2 and results119

are shown in Section 3. Section 4 draws conclusions and discusses possible directions for future work.120

2. Methodology121

A non-intrusive reduced-order model is used to reduce the computational cost of the forward model,122

thereby making data assimilation tractable. The two main elements of this method are explained in123

Section 2.1 (finding a low-dimensional space which can represent well the CFD solutions) and Section 2.2124

(building a model which can predict the behaviour of the system in the low-dimensional space). The125

proposed method for data assimilation is presented in Section 2.3.126

2.1. Dimensionality Reduction127

Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) was used to reduce the dimension of the high-fidelity results128

generated by the CFD code that solved the discretisation of the Navier-Stokes Equations. For the test129

case used in this paper, the seven fields of interest are velocity (one field for each of the three components),130

relative humidity, temperature, carbon dioxide levels and a field which represents the potential viral load131

in the air. The latter was based on carbon dioxide levels but included a half-life to take account of how132

long a virus might remain active in the air. We chose the value of 35 minutes for this, which is within the133

possible range of values for SARS-CoV-2 [40]. Each field was normalised or scaled so that the values at134

each node lie within the range [-1,1] in order to take account of the different units of the seven solution135

fields and the different physical process being represented by each field. Therefore, the snapshots matrix136

has dimension 7N by M , where N is the number of nodes, the number of fields is 7, and M is the number137

of snapshots used in building the surrogate model. Using Singular Value Decomposition, the snapshots138

matrix Φ is decomposed in the following manner139 [
φ1 φ2 · · · φM

]
=: Φ = UΣV T (1)140

where φk ∈ R7N is a column vector containing the seven normalised solution fields at time level k, U and141

V are orthogonal matrices containing the left and right singular vectors respectively, and the singular142

values {σi}Mi=1 are found on the diagonal of the matrix Σ. An empirical measure of how much information143

is captured by using NPOD of the possible M basis functions is given by144 ∑NPOD

i=1 σ2i∑M
i=1 σ

2
i

. (2)145

Once NPOD has been chosen, the first NPOD columns of U are taken as the basis functions, which146

are stored in the matrix R ∈ R7N×NPOD
. Choosing the basis functions to be the left singular vectors147

minimises the least square error of the projection error of the snapshots. Of the total number of snapshots,148

denoted by N s, M snapshots are used to find the low-dimensional space and are also used to determine149

the mappings related to the normalisation of data. The remaining N s −M snapshots are used as unseen150
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or test data. All the snapshots are projected onto the low-dimensional space by the basis functions as151

follows152

αk = RTφk ∀k , (3)153

where αk is a vector containing the POD coefficients associated with time level k. Once the POD154

coefficients for the snapshots in the training dataset are obtained, each POD coefficient is scaled or155

normalised so that its values over time lie in the range [0,1]. This process is known as normalisation in156

machine learning terminology and is considered good practice when training neural networks. For more157

details on the theory of POD and the optimality of the basis functions see [41].158

2.2. Prediction159

An adversarial autoencoder [35] is chosen to learn the behaviour of the system through time. An autoen-160

coder is a neural network which attempts to learn the identity map through two networks, an encoder161

and a decoder. In addition to this, the adversarial autoencoder contains a discriminator network, the162

purpose of which is to encourage the latent space to follow a (given) prior distribution (Pprior). This163

means that the latent space is less likely to have gaps and will perform better for unseen data [35]. See164

Figure 1 for a schematic diagram of an adversarial autoencoder, including the encoder, Enc, the decoder,165

Dec, and discriminator, Dis. The discriminator is used during training, but is not needed for prediction166

(i.e., inference), for which the map learned by the AAE can be written as:167

x̃ = fAAE(x) ≡ Dec (Enc(x)) , (4)168

where x and x̃ represent the input and output of the network respectively. During training, there are169

three steps undertaken for each subset of training data (mini-batch). First, the reconstruction error is170

minimised (the difference between the input of the encoder and the output of the decoder); second, the171

discriminator is trained with samples generated by the encoder (labelled as false) and samples from the172

prior distribution (labelled as true); and finally, the encoder is trained to fool the discriminator. This173

training procedure can be summarised as174

min
Enc,Dec

E
(
||x− x̃||22

)
+ min
Enc

max
Dis

(
Ez∼Pprior [logDis(z)] + Ex∼Pdata

[log(1−Dis(Enc(x)))]
)
, (5)175

where E is the expectation, z ∼ Pprior is a sample from the desired distribution and x ∼ Pdata is176

a sample from the training data (POD coefficients and sensor values). The first term represents the177

reconstruction error (involving the encoder and decoder), and the second term represents the adversarial178

training (involving the encoder and the discriminator). The input of the AAE is made up of a sequence of179

m+ 1 POD coefficients (representing the CFD model) and sensor values (representing the observations).180

To generate the sensor values used in training, the CFD model is evaluated at the sensor locations. When181

predicting, only the first m sensor values need to be used along with the POD coefficients at m time levels,182

and the algorithm will predict the POD coefficients and the sensor values at the subsequent time level.183

When assimilating data, actual observations at the sensor locations can be used, therefore m + 1 sensor184

values and POD coefficients at m time levels will be used to predict the POD coefficients at the subsequent185

time level.186
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1

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of an adversarial autoencoder. The encoder is represented by Enc; the blue line represents

the adversarial layer (and is the output of the encoder); the decoder network Dec maps the values in the adversarial layer

to the output; the input to the discriminator Dis is either a (genuine) sample from the prior distribution (here, a Gaussian

distribution N (µ, σ) with mean µ and variance σ) or a (fake) sample from the output of the encoder.

Autoencoders are typically used for compression. In order to use this type of network to predict in time,187

two strategies were tested, both using a time-marching approach. Both methods can be applied to the188

same trained AAE. When being used for prediction, the map learned by the AAE can be written as189

X̃ = fAAE(X) , where X =


xk

xk−1

...

xk−m

 , X̃ =


x̃k

x̃k−1

...

x̃k−m

 , and X, X̃ ∈ R(m+1)×F . (6)190

F represents the number of features (here, the number of POD coefficients plus the number of sensor191

values observed at each sensor multiplied by the number of sensors), xk represents the POD coefficients192

and sensor values at time level k and x̃k represents the corresponding part of the output. Here, xk and x̃k
193

are row vectors. The input and output of the AAE are 2D arrays, X and X̃ respectively, as convolutional194

layers are used within the encoder and decoder. Once the AAE has been trained to reproduce these values195

as closely as it can (whilst simultaneously attempting to make the latent space Gaussian), we can make196

predictions in time, using either of the following two methods.197

The first method (“constrained prediction”) requires m time levels (k−1, k−2, . . . , k−m), from what is198

sometimes referred to as a “look-back window”, in order to make a prediction for the kth time level. Both199

known and unknown values make up the input of the AAE. As xk is unknown initially, we approximate200

it with xk−1. The values in Equation (6) are passed through the (trained) AAE resulting in an updated201

approximation for xk, written as x̃k. Disregarding the other outputs of the AAE (for the known or202

previous time levels), we iterate (by repeatedly passing the updated values for xk and the unchanged203

known values through the AAE) until the values of xk do not change within a given tolerance. We then204

take values at time levels (k, k − 1, . . . , k − m + 1) to be the known values and, from these, make a205

prediction for time level k + 1, and so on. This procedure is described in Algorithm 1 and Figure 2.206
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Algorithm 1 Constrained Prediction. By constraining the values of the sensors and POD coefficients at

the previous (known) time levels, we can approximate the values of the sensors and POD coefficients at

the future time level. The quantity represented by || · ||2 is the L2 norm, which, is related to the mean

square error.

1: Given the maximum number of iterations (N its); the trained AAE (fAAE); a tolerance for the stopping

criterion (ε); and m previous solutions (POD coefficients and sensor values), xk−1, xk−2, . . . , xk−m,

this algorithm will make predictions for the POD coefficients and sensor values at future time levels.

2: for time level k ∈ desired range of time levels do

3: !! approximate the solution at time level k

4: xk,0 = xk−1

5: for iteration i = 1, 2, . . . , N its do

6: 
x̃k,i−1

x̃k−1

...

x̃k−m

 = fAAE


xk,i−1

xk−1

...

xk−m

 (7)

7: xk,i = x̃k,i−1

8: if
(
||x̃k,i−1 − xk,i−1||22 < ε or i == N its

)
then

9: xk = xk,i

10: exit iteration loop

11: end if

12: end for

13: end for

Enc Dec

xk,i

xk−1

...

xk−m

x̃k,i

x̃k−1

...

x̃k−m

xk,i+1 ← x̃k,i

i← i+ 1

1

Figure 2: Schematic diagram illustrating the method of constrained prediction. The input includes known values

(xk−1 ,xk−2 , . . . ,xk−m) (shaded in orange), and unknown values xk,i (shaded with blue). The approximation of the solution,

xk,i, is fed into the AAE along with the known values and the output of the AAE, x̃k,i, is taken to be the updated solution.

This is fed back into the input of the AAE with the known values and the iteration process continues until the solution does

not change to within a given tolerance.

The second method (“prediction by backpropagation”) uses the trained decoder to make predictions in207
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a manner similar to that described in Silva et al. [30]. Again, the method requires m previous time208

levels to make a prediction for the the solution at a future time level. A set of randomly chosen latent209

variables (z̃k) is decoded and the difference between the output corresponding to the known values210

(x̃k−1, x̃k−2, . . . , x̃k−m) and the known values themselves (xk−1, xk−2, . . . , xk−m) is minimised with211

respect to the latent variables. This effectively finds the latent variables which result in an output close212

to the values at the m known time levels. Once this has converged, the (m+ 1)th value in the output is213

taken as the prediction of the POD coefficients and sensor values at the future time level, time level k.214

The process is repeated for successive time levels as described in Algorithm 2 and Figure 3.215

We note that, in the explanation of these two time-marching schemes, as we are predicting only and not216

assimilating data, we predict the future value of both the POD coefficients and the sensor values. When217

assimilating data, the future value of the sensor values will be known, so sk can be treated as the other218

known variables. We also note that both prediction methods require m known values in order to make219

a prediction for the subsequent time level. Initially, these m values come from the high-fidelity model,220

however, after predicting for m time levels, predictions are based on previous predictions from the AAE221

and no more values are needed from the high-fidelity model.222
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Algorithm 2 Prediction by backpropagation. By minimising the difference between the output of the

decoder and the solutions (POD coefficients and sensor values) at the known time levels, a set of the latent

variables which produce the known values can be obtained. The decoder can then be used to obtain a

prediction for the solution at time level k.

1: Given the trained decoder (Dec) and m previous solutions (POD coefficients and sensor values),

xk−1, xk−2, . . . , xk−m, this algorithm will make predictions for the POD coefficients and sensor values

at future time levels.

2: for time level k ∈ desired range of time levels do

3: !! set all d latent variables to random values at time level k

4: z̃k = N d(0, 1)

5: !! evaluate the decoder

6: 
x̃k

x̃k−1

...

x̃k−m

 = Dec
(
z̃k
)

(8)

7: !! minimise the difference between the output of the decoder and the desired output with respect to

the latent variables — note that this is only done for the known values

8:

zk = arg min
∀z̃k



x̃k−1

x̃k−2

...

x̃k−m

−

xk−1

xk−2

...

xk−m


 (9)

9: !! evaluate the decoder for an input of zk

10: Dec(zk)

11: !! Discard the AAE’s approximation of the solution at the previous time levels, and keep the

approximation for time level k.

12: xk = x̃k

13: end for

2.3. Data Assimilation223

In this section, we describe the method used to perform data assimilation in the reduced space (i.e. the224

low-dimensional space found by POD). Results for time series predictions presented in Section 3.3 will225

show that both the constrained prediction and prediction by backpropagation methods outlined in the226

previous section give similar results, so the first method (constrained prediction) is used here for its227

simplicity and fast convergence.228

In order to perform data assimilation with the AAE as trained in the previous section, let us assume229

that we have observations for all the sensor values with which we trained the AAE (that is CO2, relative230

humidity, velocities, temperature). When predicting in time with the AAE (and not performing DA),231
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Dec
x̃k

x̃k−1

...

x̃k−m

xk−1

...

xk−m

approximation of the known values

by the decoder

known valueszk

1

Figure 3: A schematic diagram of the “prediction by backpropagation” method. The difference between known solutions

and solutions predicted by the decoder is minimised by backpropagating the difference through the decoder network. This

finds a set of latent variables that corresponds to the known values. The remaining values in the output of the decoder are

taken to be the solutions (POD coefficients and sensors values) at time level k (x̃k).

the known values were the previous values of the POD coefficients and sensor values at m time levels,232

and the unknown values were the POD coefficients and sensor values at the future time level, level k (see233

Algorithm 1). Now, as we are assimilating data as well as predicting in time, the known values include234

the future value of the observations. For the two different cases of prediction and data assimilation, the235

known and unknown values are shown in Table 1. Algorithm 1 is rewritten in order to assimilate data with

known values unknown values

prediction (only) {αk′}k−1k′=k−m and {sk′}k−1k′=k−m αk and sk

data assimilation {αk′}k−1k′=k−m and {sk′}kk′=k−m αk

Table 1: The known and unknown values used for prediction and for data assimilation.

236

the AAE in Algorithm 3. So, given an initial set of POD coefficients from time levels (1, 2, . . . , m) and237

a set of observations throughout time, {s}Nt

k=1, we approximate the POD coefficients at time level m+ 1238

using Algorithm 3. The first time we pass the input through the AAE the first time, we approximate αk
239

by αk−1. Once we have a converged solution for the POD coefficients at the future time level, αk, we240

march forwards in time until the final time level is reached, N t, say. Now we march backwards in time,241

treating as known the observations {sk′}Nt

k′=Nt−m and POD coefficients {αk′}Nt

k′=Nt−m+1, and as unknown,242

the solution αNt−m. Once we have a converged solution at time level N t−m, we continue marching back243

in time until we reach the first time level. We march forwards and backwards in time until the method244

converges, see Figure 4. There are two additions we make to this general procedure. First, rather than245

minimising the least squares mismatch over time, we rely on the AAE to produce solutions consistent246

with the known or fixed values, thereby producing solutions which we expect to reconcile the mismatch247

between the observations and the predictions. We do, however, make use of a functional based on the248

11



least squares mismatch over time, defined as follows:249

M = Mfwd +Mbwd (10)250

Mfwd =

Nt∑
k=m+1

(
ŝk − φ̃k(xp)

)T
W
(
ŝk − φ̃k(xp)

)
(11)251

Mbwd =
Nt−m∑
k=1

(
ŝk − φ̃k(xp)

)T
W
(
ŝk − φ̃k(xp)

)
(12)252

where ŝk are the sensor observations at time level k, xp are the sensor locations, N t is the number of time253

levels over which data is assimilated, W is the covariance matrix, here, taken as the identity matrix and254

φ̃k(xp) is the current approximation of the sensor values at time level k. This is calculated by using the255

inverse of Equation (3),256

φ̃k = Rα̃k ∀k , (13)257

and evaluating φ̃k at xp by interpolating from the nearest nodal values. This can be done by pre-258

multiplying φ̃k by an interpolation matrix which will be sparse, containing non-zero values associated with259

the nearest nodes. The functional is evaluated after every backward march. After the second backward260

march (when there are at least two functional evaluations available), if the functional has increased in261

value (and therefore the match to the observed data has become less good), we apply relaxation over the262

next iteration, as follows:263

αk = αk, old + γ
(
α̃k −αk, old

)
(14)264

where γ ∈ [0, 1] controls the amount of relaxation applied, αk, old is the solution approximated during the265

previous backwards march, α̃k is the solution predicted by the AAE, and αk is the approximation to the266

solution at time level k (after relaxation has been applied). Initially, the value of γ is set to be one, and267

when the functional increases the value of γ is halved.268

The second addition made to the basic procedure of marching forwards and backwards in time is prioriti-269

sation. By introducing a parameter βj` ∈ [0, 2] for each observed value ` at each sensor j, we can control270

the importance of each observation. For example, if the observation for field ` at the jth sensor at time271

level k is represented by ŝkj`, then we prioritise as follows:272

skj` = βj`ŝ
k
j` + (1− βj`)s̃kj` , (15)273

where the tilde sign (̃ ) represents the output of the AAE and skj` represents the approximation to this274

sensor value which will be used as in input to the AAE at the next iteration. The observation itself,275

ŝkj`, is fixed. If this observation is to be ignored, then βj` can be set to zero. If the AAE is to be276

relied upon to enforce the observation, then βj` can be set to one. If more priority is to be given to277

this observation then βj` > 1. This is a very flexible way of ignoring some observations and prioritising278

other observations without having to retrain the neural network. See Algorithm 4 for a description of279

the DA algorithm proposed in this paper. βj` = 1 might be seen as the default prioritisation. Figure 5280

illustrates the DA process. The blue loop represents the inner iteration which, for the forward march,281

obtains the POD coefficients at the future time level, αk given the previous m values of POD coeffi-282

cients, {αk−1,αk−2, . . . ,αk−m} and observations {sk, sk−1, . . . , sk−m}. The forward march iterates from283

k = m + 1 to N t with an increment of 1, and once complete, the backward march begins, where the284

12



solution at time level k is obtained from future solutions {αk+m,αk+m−1, . . . ,αk+1} and observations285

{sk+m, sk+m−1, . . . , sk}. The backward march iterates from k = N t−m to 1 with a decrement of 1. One286

forward and one backward march makes up an outer iteration which is indicated in red. When the outer287

iterations converge, one final forward march is performed before the algorithm finishes.288

set prioritisation

first forward march

first backward march

evaluate functional and

adjust relaxation if necessary

forward march

backward march

converged?

final forward march

yes

no

1

Figure 4: Forward and backward marching that occurs when performing the data assimilation.
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Algorithm 3 Constrained Prediction for use with DA. By constraining the values of the sensors and

POD coefficients at the previous (known) time levels, and the sensor values at the future time level, we

can approximate the POD coefficients at the future time level.

1: This algorithm will make improved predictions for the POD coefficients for each time level in the

set of desired values K, given the maximum number of iterations (N its); the trained AAE (fAAE); a

tolerance for the stopping criterion (ε); m previous solutions (POD coefficients), {αk′}k−1k′=k−m; m+ 1

sensor values, {sk′}kk′=k−m; the range of time levels K; and the relaxation parameter γ.

2: for time level k ∈ K do

3: !! approximate the solution at time level k

4: if forward then

5: αk,0 = αk−1

6: else

7: αk,0 = αk+1

8: end if

9: for iteration i = 1, 2, . . . , N its do

10: form X and pass through the autoencoder

11: X̃ = fAAE(X)

12: !! update the approximation of the POD coefficients using values in X̃

13: αk,i = α̃k,i−1

14: if
(
||α̃k,i−1 −αk,i−1||22 < ε or i == N its

)
then

15: αk = αk,i

16: exit iteration loop

17: end if

18: end for

19: end for

14



Algorithm 4 This algorithm details the data assimilation algorithm proposed here, which marches

forwards and backwards through time, adjusting the relaxation parameter, γ, according to the value of

the mismatch functional.

1: set prioritisation coefficients βj` for all the sensor values

2: set M0 = 1010

3: set γ = 1

4: for iteration i = 1, . . . , N its of outer loop do

5: !! forward march with K = {m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . , N t} using Algorithm 3

6: for k = m+ 1, m+ 2, . . . , N t do

7: predict αk given {αk′}k−1k′=k−m and {sk′}kk′=k−m.

8: end for

9: !! backward march with K = {N t −m,N t −m− 1, . . . , 1} using Algorithm 3

10: for k = N t −m, N t −m− 1, . . . , 1 do

11: predict αk given {αk′}k−1
k′=k−m and {sk′}k

k′=k−m.

12: end for

13: !! relaxation

14: evaluate the functional, M, at iteration i using Equation (10)

15: if (Mi >Mi−1) then

16: γ ← 0.5γ

17: end if

18: !! check convergence

19: end for

20: !! final forward march with K = {m+ 1,m+ 2, . . . , N t} using Algorithm 3

21: for k = m+ 1, . . . , N t do

22: predict αk given {αk′}k−1k′=k−m and {sk′}kk′=k−m
23: end for
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Figure 5: A schematic diagram of the data assimilation process.
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3. Results289

First we present a description of the test case, explaining where the observations were taken and how290

the test case was modelled numerically. In Section 3.2 we give details on how the dimension of the CFD291

results was reduced; in Section 3.3 we present predictions by the surrogate model of the air flows and air292

quality in the room. These predictions are based on the constrained method of prediction. In Section 3.4293

we describe how the data assimilation approach was tested; first, on a dual-twin type experiment and294

second, with observations from a classroom.295

3.1. Test Case296

A classroom in Houndsfield Primary School, north London, is used to demonstrate the proposed meth-297

ods. As part of a measurement campaign to investigate indoor air quality, observations of CO2, relative298

humidity and temperature were collected at 18 locations over a two week period [38]. From this, we select299

observations collected over an hour whilst the classroom was occupied by 26 students and one teacher.300

The measurements have been time-averaged over 1 min. Heating was supplied by a radiator and a Dyson301

fan, the latter was also used to clean the air and remove the virus-laiden particles from the air. Figure 6302

shows a schematic diagram of the classroom, including desks, chairs, windows, the door to an internal303

corridor, the fan, the radiator (on the same wall as the sensors labelled S1) and the sensor locations. The304

classroom measures 7.2 m by 7.8 m with a height of 4.2 m. The door to the internal corridor was open305

(seen in Figure 6a on the same wall as sensors labelled S3) and the top-hinged windows on the right were306

also open (seen in Figure 6a opposite the door to the internal corridor and near the sensors labelled S1.307

Another view of this can be seen in Figure 7, which includes the teacher and students.308

In addition to collecting observations, a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) was performed to generate high-309

fidelity numerical results of the air flows and air quality in the classroom by using the open source CFD310

code Fluidity [42, 43]. Based on the finite element method, this code solves the Navier-Stokes equations for311

unsteady, incompressible and viscous flow with an advanced mesh capability, which includes unstructured,312

anisotropic and adaptive meshing [44]. Fluidity is able to predict the evolution of components in the air313

(i.e., CO2, water vapour, temperature and virus concentration) by the transportation of scalar fields as314

tracers. The principle behind the LES model is based on fully resolving large-scale turbulent structures315

and modelling the less energetic small-scale structures through a subgrid-scale model. With this method,316

Fluidity has been able to resolve turbulent features of urban flows and the dispersion of passive tracers317

down to length scales of 10 cm and time scales of less than a second [45–47]. Thermal stratification318

is modelled by the Boussinesq approximation which assumes that the predominant influence of density319

variation is on the buoyancy forces. The geometry of the classroom is created using the Indoor Geometry320

Generator (IGG) [48], which is a software package that allows easy definition of objects such as furniture,321

doors, and windows, as well as people sitting or standing. Figure 7 shows the layout of the room used for322

the CFD simulations. The dimensions and locations of desks, students, fan and radiator are identical to323

those of the classroom. To replicate the indoor-outdoor exchange or air, there are two additional buffer324

regions attached to the left and right of the classroom. Natural ventilation is simulated by imposing325

inflow and outflow boundary conditions on certain walls of the buffer regions, which allows air to go in326

or out of the room through the door which leads to the internal corridor (left) and through the top-327

hinged windows (right). In Figure 7, the inlets are shaded yellow and the outlets are shaded green. Inlet328
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(a) Layout of the classroom and its contents

(b) Node locations for some time history plots

teaching area

corrid
or

d
o
o
r

sink

S1: sensors 1 to 6

S2: sensors 7 to 12

S3: sensors 13 to 18

7.8 m

3.87 m

7.2 m

5.23 m5.03 m

3.5 m

3 m

2.25 m

1.5 m

1 m

0.4 m

floor

1

(c) Sensor locations

Figure 6: Classroom geometry, sensor and node locations used for time history plots. (a) and (c) Location of the 18 sensors

used to collect CO2, relative humidity and temperature data. (Sensors 1 to 6 share the same x and y coordinates, with the

sensor index increasing with height. Similarly for sensors 7 to 12 and 13 to 18.) See Kumar et al. [38] for more details.
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velocities are specified on the nearest facing planes of the buffer regions of 0.5 m/s (left) and 1.0 m/s329

(right). Open boundary conditions are specified on the far walls of the buffer regions (shaded green), by330

setting non-hydrostatic pressure to zero. On all other external boundaries and internal walls, floors and331

ceilings, we use a natural boundary condition of zero shear stress with a normal velocity of zero. For332

any remaining surfaces, such as the surface of desks, objects and people, a no-slip boundary condition is333

applied. Regarding boundary conditions for temperature, zero heat flux was applied on the walls, floor,334

furniture and ceiling. Within the classroom, a Dirichlet temperature boundary condition was applied335

to the radiator enforcing a temperature of 32 ◦C. In order to account for the body heat of individuals,336

a Robin or heat transfer boundary condition was applied imposing a temperature of 34 ◦C and using a337

surface heat transfer coefficient of 10 W m−2 K−1. A Dirichlet temperature boundary condition was also338

applied at the largest monitor with a temperature of 40 ◦C, which can be seen in Figure 6a on the desk339

near the array of sensors labelled S3. Dirichlet boundary conditions are also adopted at the ‘mouth’340

and ‘nose’ area of people for other passive scalar fields (i.e., CO2, relative humidity, water vapour and341

virus concentration), in order to reproduce the inhalation and exhalation process. Initial conditions are342

given in Table 2 and boundary conditions for CO2, relative humidity and viral load are consistent with343

these values. The simulation is started impulsively, so the value of velocity is adjusted until it satisfies344

continuity during the first time step. An adaptive time stepping scheme is applied in this simulation,345

which means that the time step is chosen so that a Courant number of 10 is obtained. The anisotropic346

unstructured mesh is adapted so that the smallest element edge length is 0.1 m and the largest element347

edge length is 2.5 m.348

left buffer school classroom right buffer

CO2 (ppm) 400 430 400

temperature (K) 279 289 279

relative humidity (%) 40 40 40

viral load (copies) 0 0 0

velocity impulsively started

Table 2: The initial conditions used in the CFD simulation. The values are constant throughout each region.

Solutions of the high-fidelity model were generated every 5 s over a period of one hour. Although the349

solutions were generated using mesh adaptivity, in order to apply POD, all the solutions were interpolated350

onto the unstructured mesh that was generated at the end of the simulation, which had 192,060 nodes.351

Using solutions on different-sized meshes would be possible, but would require the use of space-filling352

curves [49], spatially varying kernels [50] or graph neural networks [51]. Here we choose to interpolate all353

the solutions onto a single (unstructured) mesh, as a fast and straightforward option whilst we investigate354

the capability of the newly proposed DA method. The solutions or snapshots were separated into two355

groups: a training or seen dataset corresponding to a time window of [5, 2880] seconds (576 time levels);356

and a test or unseen dataset corresponding to a window of [2885, 3600] seconds (144 time levels). Within357

these time windows, solutions are available every 5 s.358
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Figure 7: Geometry of the classroom at Houndsfield Primary School used in the CFD simulations showing the furniture, 26

students and the teacher. The blue rectangular box represents a Dyson fan; the red rectangular box represents a radiator.

The two yellow surfaces denote two inlets with imposed velocities of 0.5 m/s (left) and 1.0 m/s (right), where incoming air

has the temperature of 279 K. The two green surfaces denote two outlets with open pressure conditions.

Figure 8: Thermal CO2 plume within the naturally ventilated classroom simulated after one hour. The iso-surface represents

a level of 800 ppm of CO2 and is coloured by temperature; arrows represent air flows and are coloured by CO2 level.
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3.2. Dimensionality Reduction359

POD is applied to the training dataset to reduce the dimension of the problem. Seven solution fields (CO2,360

velocities, temperature, relative humidity and viral load) defined on an unstructured mesh of 192,060 nodes361

are approximated by 150 POD basis functions and coefficients, which represents capturing 90.2% of the362

information contained by the snapshots in the training dataset. This corresponds to a compression ratio363

of 1,344,420 (7 fields, each of 192,060 nodes) to 150, or almost 9000 to 1. Before applying POD, the seven364

fields are normalised so their values lie in the range [-1,1]. After applying POD, further normalisation is365

applied to the POD coefficients, so their values lie in the range [0,1], as they will be used to train a neural366

network to predict the evolution of the POD coefficients. This is standard machine learning practice.367

Once calculated, these normalisation functions are applied, as needed, to any unseen data. Figure 9a368

shows the variance captured by the singular values (or principal components), and Figure 9b shows how369

the information captured by the POD basis functions decays with increasing numbers of basis functions.370

Although 150 POD coefficients capture over 90% of the information, at this stage the singular values371

are decaying slowly. Retaining more coefficients would improve the accuracy, however, this would make372

training the networks more difficult, so using 150 coefficients was seen as a good compromise between373

accuracy and tractability of training the networks. The POD coefficients associated with the training374

dataset,375

αk = RTφk ∀k ∈ training dataset , (16)376

will be used to train the neural network that will predict in time and assimilate data.377

(a) Explained variance (b) Singular values

Figure 9: POD is applied to the snapshots in the training dataset in order to reduce the dimension from 1,344,420 to 150 (a

compression ratio of almost 9000). Retaining 150 POD basis functions is equivalent to capturing 90.2% of the information

held in the snapshots in the training dataset. The so-called explained variance is plotted on the left, and the decay of the

singular values is plotted on the right.

3.3. Prediction378

For prediction, an adversarial autoencoder with convolutional layers is used. For training the network,

the data is assembled in the form of 2D arrays, using (normalised) POD coefficients and normalised sensor

values at a number of successive time levels. The dimension of the input to the network is the number of

consecutive time levels used by the number of POD coefficients + (number of sensors × number of fields

observed at each sensor):

9 by 150 + (18× 6) , that is 9 by 258 . (17)
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See Table 3 for a diagram of the structure of the 2D data. For flexibility, we allow for six fields of379

sensor data. In the dual-twin experiment we use data from the high-fidelity model as the sensor data (by380

interpolating the high-fidelity model at the sensor locations). When assimilating the observations from381

the classroom, we have observations for CO2, temperature and humidity, and we set the other values382

by interpolating the high-fidelity model at the sensor locations. The adversarial autoencoder network

α1 α2 · · · α149 α150 (s1)1 (s1)2 · · · (s1)6 (s2)1 · · · (s18)6

tk

tk−1

tk−2

...

tk−8

9 by 258

Table 3: The 2D structure of the data used for training, with 9 rows (samples) and 258 columns (features). The ith POD

coefficient is represented by αi. Values associated with the jth sensor are represented by sj . Each sensor will have 6 values,

one for each of the six fields {(sj)`}6`=1.

383

was implemented in TensorFlow [52] and a schematic diagram of the network can be seen in Figure 1.384

After optimisation, the best values and settings for the hyperparameters were found and are shown in385

Tables A.4 and A.5.386

Figures 10a to 10g demonstrate how well the non-intrusive reduced-order model, referred to here as387

PredAAE, predicts for the seven fields of interest (CO2, velocities, temperature, relative humidity and388

viral load). The orange curves represent time series results from the high-fidelity model and the blue curves389

are the time series predictions made by the PredAAE using the constrained prediction method. The time390

series were collected at the location of three of the nodes of the unstructured mesh (see Figure 6c). The391

training data is taken from the time interval [5,2880] seconds. The test data is taken from the remaining392

time [2885, 3600] seconds. PredAAE predicts well over the training data for velocities and temperature,393

but for CO2, humidity and viral load, the predictions start to stray from the high-fidelity model results.394

This difference can be seen when the predictions are still within the training data time interval. A similar395

collection of plots can be seen in Figure 11 for when the PredAAE method uses the backpropagation396

method. The results shown here are broadly similar to those for the constrained method presented in397

Figure 10, although for relative humidity and viral load, there is some improvement in the accuracy of the398

predicitons. We emphasise here, that (for both constrained and backpropagation methods) the reduced-399

order model uses solutions at 8 previous time levels to approximate the solution at a future time level.400

The model therefore requires 8 time levels as initial conditions, but once the model has made predictions401

for 8 time levels, the predictions are based solely on outputs of the model and do not require any further402

CFD solutions.403

A comparison of the convergence of the two prediction methods can be seen in Figure 12, plotting the404

mean square error between predictions at successive iterations. This shows that the constrained method405

converges very quickly (within a few iterations), whereas the backpropagation method takes longer to406

converge but converges to a lower error.407
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(a) CO2

(b) Temperature

(c) Humidity

(d) x component of velocity

(e) y component of velocity

(f) z component of velocity

(g) Viral load

Figure 10: Time series plots of the seven fields at three locations corresponding to nodes 1, 20001 and 40001 (see Figure 6c).

Orange represents the high-fidelity model results and blue represents the PredAAE prediction with the constrained method.
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(a) CO2

(b) Temperature

(c) Humidity

(d) x component of velocity

(e) y component of velocity

(f) z component of velocity

(g) Viral load

Figure 11: Time series plots of the seven fields at three locations corresponding to nodes 1, 20001 and 40001 (see Figure 6).

Orange represents the high-fidelity model results and blue represents the PredAAE prediction with the backpropagation

method.
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(a) Constrained method (b) Backpropagation method

Figure 12: Comparison between the two methods of predicting in time with the PredAAE. The mean square error between

solutions at successive iterations is shown on the y axis, the number of iterations on the x axis.
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3.4. Assimilating data408

Once trained, the PredAAE reduced-order model is used to assimilate data. We investigate two scenarios409

in this paper: (1) assimilating data from the test dataset, where the sensor values are provided by410

the high-fidelity model results from 2885 to 3600 seconds, and the POD coefficients are taken from411

t ∈ {5, 10, . . . 40} and marched forward to 720 s (sometimes referred to as a dual twin experiment);412

(2) assimilating observations collected from a classroom.413

3.4.1. Scenario 1: dual-twin experiment414

To test the capability of the data assimilation algorithm, we perform a dual-twin experiment. The AAE415

expects an input of POD coefficients and sensor values at one particular time level. For the dual-twin416

experiment, the input of the AAE is consists of sensor data from time 2885 s to 3600 s (taken from the test417

dataset) and the POD coefficients taken from 5 s to 720 s (using “initial conditions” from 5 s to 40 s and418

predicting/assimilating data with the AAE up to 720 s). After assimilating the sensor values, the aim is419

to see whether the POD coefficients (having been mapped to the solution space) are consistent with the420

solutions from 2885 s to 3600 s. If so, the data assimilation method is judged to be successful. Figure 13421

shows the solutions for CO2, temperature and humidity after assimilating data from the sensors taken422

during the test dataset. This illustrates clearly that before data assimilation, the predictions (from the423

POD coefficients, mapped to the solution space) are aligned with the CFD model from the time interval424

[5, 720], whereas after assimilation, the predictions are closely aligned with the CFD solution from the425

time interval [2885, 3600]. This tells us that the data assimilation algorithm is working well. Results are426

also shown at a number of nodes, see Figure 14, from which the same conclusion can be drawn, that before427

data assimilation, the predictions are consistent with the initial conditions and the CFD solutions from428

the time interval [5, 720], whereas after assimilation, the predictions are closely aligned with the behaviour429

associated with the observations, i.e. the CFD solution from the time interval [2885,3600]. The prediction430

for CO2 (Figure 14a) broadly follows the trend seen in the relative humidity (Figure 14c) and the viral431

load (Figure 14f), which has a similar source from the breath to CO2 but has a half-life of SARS-CoV-2 of432

35 minutes. A little more variation can be seen in CO2 than the viral load or relative humidity though.433

This suggests that relative humidity, CO2 and viral load all share the same source (exhalation) whereas434

temperature, which does not follow the same trend, has a different predominant source (heat from the435

radiator). The spatial variation for the dual twin simulations can be seen in Figure 15, which shows436

an iso-surface of CO2 for the value 1000 ppm at two times: at 100 s (or 2985 s) and at 500 s (or 3385 s).437

Three different cases are shown: the predictions of PredAAE (with no data assimilation), predictions of438

PredAAE with data assimilation (DA-PredAAE) and the original high-fidelity model. This again shows439

that, after data assimilation, the prediction agrees closely with the CFD model taken from the time440

interval that is consistent with the observations rather than the initial conditions.441

3.4.2. Scenario 2: assimilating observations from experiments442

In this section, we assimilate observations collected with sensors from a classroom in Houndsfield Primary443

School into predictions of the surrogate model. Sensor values for CO2, humidity and temperature are444

available, however, sensor values for the velocity fields were not measured and are taken from the high-445

fidelity model results instead. These values are required in the input (and output) of the AAE, but, by446
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(a) CO2

(b) Temperature

(c) Humidity

(d) x component of velocity

(e) y component of velocity

(f) z component of velocity

Figure 13: Time histories plotted at sensor locations for the dual twin experiment. The AAE is used to predict for time

interval [5, 720] seconds but given the sensor data from the time interval [2885, 3600]. The above plots show that after

assimilating the sensor data the predictions of the AAE match closely those from [2885, 3600].
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(a) CO2

(b) Temperature

(c) Humidity

(d) x component of velocity

(e) z component of velocity

(f) Viral load

Figure 14: Time histories plotted at a number of nodal locations for the dual twin experiment (see Figure 6c). The AAE

is used to predict for time interval [5, 720] seconds but given the sensor data from the time interval [2885, 3600]. The above

plots show that after assimilating the sensor data the predictions of the AAE match closely those from [2885, 3600].
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Figure 15: Spatial variation for the dual twin experiment at 100 s/2985 s (left) and 500 s/3385 s (right). An iso-surface of

CO2 at 1000 ppm is coloured by temperature. At two points in time (shown on the left and right), we compare the prediction

of PredAAE (top plots) with results from data assimilation DA-PredAAE (centre) with the CFD results (bottom).
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setting the prioritisation parameter to zero for these fields, are not assimilated. The algorithm we propose447

has the flexibility to switch on and off which variables are assimilated. The solutions resulting from the DA448

process might be assumed to be a good estimate of the fields within the classroom and an interpolation449

of the sensor data in space and time. Figure 16 shows the results from the high-fidelity model, the450

reduced-order model without DA (PredAAE), the reduced-order model with DA (DA-PredAAE) and451

the sensor values in time series plots, at the sensor locations. In all cases, the predictions of PredAAE452

are close to the results from the high-fidelity model. For CO2, temperature and humidity, assimilating453

data (DA-PredAAE) successfully brings the model predictions closer to the sensor values, especially for454

CO2 and temperature. Figure 17 plots time series predictions from the high-fidelity model, predictions455

from the reduced-order model without data assimilation (PredAAE) and predictions from the reduced-456

order model with data assimilation (DA-PredAAE), at a number of nodal locations. Here one can see457

that the predictions of PredAAE are close to the high-fidelity model, and that, after assimilating the458

data, the predictions deviate from the high-fidelity model, showing that the data assimilation as had an459

effect. Figure 18 shows the spatial variation at time 1000 s for the high-fidelity model, PredAAE and460

DA-PredAAE. Although we do not know the conditions associated with the sensor values from the school461

(e.g. wind direction), we can see from Figure 16 that after assimilation, the predictions are closer to462

the sensor values, and we expect that the predictions shown in Figure 18 are more consistent with the463

conditions in the classroom, given the previous results which demonstrate the ability of the proposed464

method to assimilate data (Section 3.4.1).465

4. Conclusions466

We have proposed a new method which assimilates data whilst marching forwards and backwards in time,467

as is done in 4D-Variational approaches. To make the method computationally tractable a surrogate468

model is used, which combines proper orthogonal decomposition, (POD) to obtain a low-dimensional469

space, and an adversarial autoencoder (AAE), to predict how the POD coefficients evolve in time. The470

input (and output) of the AAE consists of POD coefficients and sensor values, both over a sequence471

of m + 1 time levels. Two methods of predicting with the AAE were presented: the “constrained”472

method involves repeatedly passing solutions through the AAE until convergence is reached; the second473

“backpropagation” method uses a backpropagation or adjoint algorithm to find which latent variables474

produce the first m values of the output. Once convergence is reached, the remaining values are taken475

to be the POD coefficients at the future time level. A school classroom is used as a test case here.476

A Computational Fluid Dynamics Large Eddy Simulation (CFD-LES) code is used to generate high-477

resolution solutions over the period of an hour, on which the surrogate model is based. The results were478

good for both the constrained method and the backpropagation method, although some deviation in the479

solution is seen towards the end of the one hour period for both surrogate models when compared with480

the CFD model. For the data assimilation, a type of dual-twin experiment was performed, in which the481

AAE was given POD coefficients from m time levels starting from time level 1 and marched forward in482

time for 120 time levels whilst assimilating observations from the test dataset at the end of the hour time483

period (time levels 577 to 720). The algorithm is able to assimilate the data and predict outputs that484

are very close to the CFD results in the test dataset (despite starting with POD coefficients from time485

level 1). After this successful demonstration of the data assimilation algorithm, observations that had486
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(a) CO2 time series at the 18 sensors
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(b) Temperature time series at the 18 sensors
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(c) Humidity time series at the 18 sensors

Figure 16: Assimilating data from the classroom in Houndsfield primary school. The above plots compare results from the

high-fidelity model (green) with PredAAE predictions (orange), PredAAE prediction with data assimilation (blue) and the

sensor observations (red). See Figure 6 for the location of the sensors.
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(a) CO2 time series

(b) Temperature time series

(c) Humidity time series

Figure 17: Assimilating data from the classroom in Houndsfield primary school. The above plots compare results from the

high-fidelity model (green) with PredAAE predictions (orange) and PredAAE prediction with data assimilation (blue). The

time series are taken at locations of various nodes — nodes 1, 5001, 10001, 15001, 20001, 25001, 30001, 35001 and 40001 (see

Figure 6).
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Figure 18: Assimilating data from the classroom in Houndsfield Primary School. Spatial variation of the iso-surface of CO2

at 1000 ppm coloured by the temperature. The prediction without data assimilation is shown on the left at 1000 s and the

prediction with data assimilation is shown on the right also at 1000 s.

been collected from a classroom in Houndsfield Primary School were assimilated and results presented.487
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Appendix A. Hyperparameters of the Adversarial Autoencoder508

The hyperparameter settings used in the adversarial autoencoder are shown in Tables A.4 and A.5.509

optimal values grid search

latent space 512 128, 256, 512, 1024

encoder layers 3 2, 3, 4, 5

decoder layers 2 2, 3, 4, 5

kernel size (3, 3) (2,2), (3,3), (5,5)

dropout rate 0.2 0, 0.2, 0.3

optimizer Adam Adam, Adamax, RMSProp, SGD

activation functions: LeakyReLU, ReLU, sigmoid

hidden layers in encoder and decoder LeakyReLU

hidden layers in discriminator ReLU

output layers sigmoid

epochs 10,000 5,000, 10,000, 20,000

learning rate: 10−3, 10−4, 4× 10−5, 10−5, 5× 10−5

autoencoder 10−4

encoder-discriminator 5× 10−5

Table A.4: Hyperparameter settings for the predictive AAE. The values over which a grid search was performed are on the

right, the optimal values are on the left.
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